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S U M M A R Y

This study deals with surface waves extracted from microseismic noise in the (0.1–0.2 Hz)

frequency band with passive seismic-correlation techniques. For directive noise, we explore

the concept of passive seismic-noise tomography performed on three-component sensors from

a dense seismic network. From the nine-component correlation tensor, a rotation algorithm is

introduced that forces each station pair to re-align in the noise direction, a necessary condition

to extract unbiased traveltime from passive seismic processing. After rotation is performed, the

new correlation tensor exhibits a surface wave tensor from which Rayleigh and Love waves can

be separately extracted for tomography inversion. Methodological aspects are presented and

illustrated with group-speed maps for Rayleigh and Love waves and ellipticity measurements

made on the San Andreas Fault in the Parkfield area, California, USA.

Key words: Time series analysis; Interferometry; Surface waves and free oscillations;

Seismic tomography; Wave propagation.

I N T RO D U C T I O N

Passive seismic tomography is based on the extraction of the surface

wave contribution to the seismic field from the cross-correlation of

seismic noise between station pairs (Sabra et al. 2005a; Shapiro

et al. 2005). As described in many studies where noise has been

used to obtain the Green’s function between receivers, surface waves

are extracted from noise signals that remain coherent even if, at

first sight, this coherent signal appears deeply buried in the local

incoherent seismic noise.

Recent studies on passive seismic processing have focused on

two applications, the noise-extracted Green’s functions associated to

Rayleigh waves leads to subsurface imaging on scales ranging from

thousands of kilometres (Yang et al. 2007) to very short distances

(Picozzi et al. 2009); on the other hand, even when the Green’s

function is not satisfactorily reconstructed from seismic ambient

noise, it has been shown that seismic monitoring is feasible using

the scattered waves of the noise-correlation function (Brenguier

et al. 2008a, 2008b). In both cases, the quality of the results strongly

depends on: (1) the spatial-temporal properties of the noise source

distribution and (2) the number of seismic receiver pairs on which

the noise correlation is performed.

For seismic waves, it has been shown theoretically that the con-

vergence of noise correlation to the Green’s function is bonded

by the equipartition condition of the different components of the

elastic field (Sánchez-Sesma & Campillo 2006). In other words,

the emergence of the Green’s function is effective after a sufficient

self-averaging process that is provided by the random spatial dis-

tribution of the noise sources, when considering long time-series

as well as scattering (Campillo 2006; Larose et al. 2006; Gouédard

et al. 2008).

In practice though, an omni-directional noise source distribution

is hard to find in seismology and most studies on passive seismic

processing have to deal with a more-or-less directional noise source

distribution (Roux et al. 2005). In this case, the common practice is

to throw away station pairs that do not align with the noise direction,

since they provide a biased traveltime through noise correlation. The

main objective of this study is to introduce an Optimal Rotation

Algorithm (ORA) that allows each station to freely re-align in the

incident noise direction whatever the station pair alignment. In this

way, we intend to increase the number of station pairs that can be

used in the traveltime tomography inversion.

The ORA is based on the continuous recording of seismic noise

on three-component sensors. As such, and since passive seismic

tomography performs better with large and dense seismic networks,

it definitely requires important computing resources. Thus, even if

seismic sensors are indeed three component, most studies have been

limited so far to noise correlation on vertical components, assuming

that information on horizontal components will either be redundant

or may suffer from poor signal-to-noise ratios.

In this study, we demonstrate that noise-correlation processing

for three-component receivers gives a nine-component surface wave

tensor from which it is possible to separate Love and Rayleigh

waves, thus providing at least two independent information sources

about the seismic medium. We also chose to investigate the diffi-

cult case of a directive seismic-noise distribution. From the nine-

component correlation tensor measured from each pair of three-

component seismometers among the array, the ORA forces each

station pair to align along the noise direction. A new surface wave

tensor is then obtained that can be used for the tomography goals

of both Love and Rayleigh waves. The example of a Rayleigh-wave

ellipticity map is also presented for the Parkfield area (CA, USA)
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Figure 1. Topographic map of the Parkfield area (an 11 km large square;

CA, USA) showing the stations (triangles) and the SAF (blue).

using 15 days of continuous seismic noise data that were recorded

at 30 broad-band three-component stations located in an area of 11

km2 (Fig. 1).

M E T H O D O L O G Y

Active tomography was performed from data recorded by a dense

seismic network installed in the Parkfield area, California, between

2001 July and 2002 October. This network was extensively used

to image the San Andreas Fault (SAF) using man-made explosions

and earthquakes (Ben-Zion & Malin 1991; Catchings et al. 2002;

Thurber et al. 2004).

We proposed to revisit the ambient noise data using method-

ology adapted to passive surface wave tomography. The first two

steps (steps 1 and 2) occur before cross-correlating the noise

traces, and they consist in noise pre-processing according to the

tomography goal. After the noise-correlation tensor is calculated

(step 3), an ORA is performed on each station pair, to trans-

form the correlation tensor into a surface wave Green’s tensor,

including both Rayleigh and Love waves (step 4). From there,

a tomography algorithm can be applied that takes into account

the effective distance between each station pair according to

the ORA (step 5) and the noise direction. Rayleigh wave el-

lipticity is also extracted from the noise-correlation tensor and

clearly exhibits the fractured zone around the SAF (step 6).

These six steps are carried out as follows.

Step 1: Noise pre-processing consists of eliminating high-

amplitude seismic events by truncating the recording amplitude

at three times the standard deviation of the seismic noise. Then,

equalization is performed to whiten the noise spectrum in the cho-

sen frequency interval (Bensen et al. 2007). Some studies have

combined these two steps into a simpler 1-bit discretization of the

signals (Campillo & Paul 2003; Shapiro et al. 2005). The resulting

noise-correlation functions are often similar when seismic noise is

not dominated by electronic noise, as is always the case in geo-

physics. However, with regard to our tomography goal, frequency

equalization has the advantage of forcing each station to have a

similar noise spectrum, thereby avoiding bias in the determination

of the traveltime measurements from the noise-correlation tensor.

Figure 2. Angular-speed distribution of pre-processed incoming noise on

the Parkfield network averaged over 1 d. Plane-wave beam-forming is

summed incoherently over 100 frequencies from 0.1 to 0.2 Hz. The x-

axis corresponds to noise directivity θ0 (North is 0◦, positive rotation is

clockwise), the y-axis to speed c. Units are arbitrary.

It is important to bear in mind that whatever pre-processing

is carried out on the raw ambient noise data, the basic idea be-

hind noise correlation is to work with a spatial and temporal dif-

fuse field. If noise is not Gaussian in time, if strong peaks are

still present in the time-domain signal, or if some frequencies

dominate, then the requirements to retrieve the Green’s function

from noise correlation are not fulfilled. The same conditions ap-

ply to spatial information, where the noise distribution should be

isotropic; this study was designed to work around this condition

through the ORA. The pre-processing applied to the raw ambient

noise data is always performed to improve the noise properties,

such that it behaves as required by the noise correlation theorem

(Gouédard et al. 2008). In other words, the pre-whitening is gen-

erally a must-do processing that changes the natural seismic noise

data into a signal to which noise-correlation processing can be

applied.

Step 2: Frequency-incoherent beamforming is performed using

the N stations of the network (N = 30) to determine the average

velocity c and the direction θ of the seismic noise (Rost & Thomas

2002; Roux & Kuperman 2004). The beamforming B(θ , c) is per-

formed in the bandwidth of interest (0.1–0.2 Hz) on a one-day-long

seismic noise data segment

B (θ, c) =

1

�ω

∫ ωc−�ω/2

ωc−�ω/2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

N
∑

i=1

S̃i (ω) exp
[

j
ω

c
(xi sin θ + yi cos θ )

]

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

dω,

(1)

where ωc is the central noise frequency and �ω the frequency band-

width, S̃i (ω) is the complex Fourier component at frequency ω of

the vertical component Si(t) on the ith seismic station (i ǫ [1,N]), and

(xi,yi) are the spatial coordinates of station number i. Working with

a dense seismic network over a small area allows the determination

of an average apparent velocity for incident noise using plane-

wave beamforming. The noise field clearly originated from the Pa-

cific Ocean (θ0 ∼ 55◦; North is 0◦, positive rotation is clockwise)

and was received on the Parkfield network with an apparent phase

velocity c ∼ 3.2 km s−1 in the frequency bandwidth of interest

(Fig. 2).
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Passive seismic imaging with directive ambient noise 369

Figure 3. Angular (a) and speed (b) representations of the plane-wave beam-former outputs (θ0, c) (see Fig. 2) applied on 1 hr of incoming noise (with 50 per

cent overlap) between 0.1 and 0.2 Hz for 31 consecutive days. The colour scale corresponds to the maximum values of the beam-former. Units are arbitrary.

Black circles in (a) correspond to the day-by-day average azimuthal rotation angle obtained from Fig. 5. (c) Significant wave height measured on four wave

rider buoys along the Californian coast (from San Diego to Monterey Bay) for the same time period.

Figs 3(a) and (b) shows the time evolution of the beamformer

outputs (θ0,c) for 1-hr-long data segments over 31 consecutive

Julian days. The daily fluctuations of θ0 correlated with signifi-

cant wave heights measured along the Californian shore (Fig. 3c),

which confirms the oceanic origin of the secondary peak micro-

seism excitation in the (0.1–0.2 Hz) bandwidth (Tanimoto et al.

2006).

Step 3: The nine-component noise-correlation tensor CAB(t) is

computed for each station pair A and B as

[CAB (t)]i j =

∫ T

0
SA,i (τ ) SB, j (t + τ ) dτ

√

∫ T

0
S2

A,i (τ ) dτ
∫ T

0
S2

B, j (τ ) dτ

,

(2)

where SA,i(t) and SB,i(t) are the vertical (i = Z), radial (i = R) or

transverse (i = T) components of the pre-processed noise signals

according to station A and B locations. For example, SA,R(t) =

sin ϕ SA,E (t) + cos ϕ SA,N (t), where SA,E(t) and SA,N (t) are the east

and north components of the pre-processed noise field received at

station A; ϕ is the angle between stations A and B.

The recording time window T on which the correlation is per-

formed was set to 1 d. The nine components of the noise-correlation

tensor were then sorted as ZZ, ZR, ZT , RZ, RR, RT , TZ, TR and TT

(Fig. 4a, red).

The denominator in eq. (2) is a normalization factor that mitigates

local effects and helps in the determination of the actual coherence

of the noise field between the stations. Indeed, the autocorrelation

[CAA(t)]kk (k = Z, R or T) has a maximum of 1, whereas the strongly

decorrelated noise signals (for example, when stations A and B

are far away) do not show any peak, but show instead a random

temporal signal with a variance of 1/(2T �ω) ≪ 1 (Sabra et al.

2005b; Weaver & Lobkis 2005).

For an omni-directional noise-source distribution, the noise-

correlation tensor [CAB(t)]i j should exhibit the sum of a causal and

anticausal contributions that classically correspond to the advanced

and retarded Green’s function between the two stations. With di-

rective seismic noise as shown in Fig. 2, everything happens as

if only one incident plane wave was coherently recorded on the

seismic network. The correlation function is thus made of a sin-

gle causal (or anticausal) coherent signal that should resemble the

retarded (or advanced) Green’s function if and only if the noise

direction is parallel to the station alignment. Fig. 4 presents the

obvious case of a noise-correlation tensor that does not match the

Green’s tensor for surface waves, since signals are still present

on transverse components (see ZT , TZ, RT and TR in Fig. 4a,

red).

Step 4: We introduced the ORA as a way to retrieve the sur-

face wave Green’s tensor (with both Rayleigh and Love waves)

expected from the noise-correlation process in the (0.1–0.2 Hz)

frequency bandwidth. For every station pair, the ORA first ma-

nipulates the noise-correlation tensor [CAB(t)]i j by allowing each

station to freely turn around both the vertical axis [with the az-

imuthal angle ψ , also called the inclination angle (Crampin 1975)]

and the radial axis (with the tilt angle β). For example, consider-

ing only rotations performed with azimuthal angles ψA and ψB for

C© 2009 The Author, GJI, 179, 367–373
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370 P. Roux

Figure 4. Application of the ORA between seismic stations 2 and 19 on Julian day 18. (a) Noise-correlation tensor [C̃AB (t)]i j (in red) and optimal noise-

correlation tensor [C̃Am Bm (t)]i j (in blue). (b) Blue arrows show the optimal azimuthal rotation angle ψm to be applied to the two stations. The grey arrow is

the incoming noise direction on Julian day 18. After ORA is applied, the optimal correlation tensor describes Rayleigh-wave propagation between station 2

and 19’ or between 2’ and 19. One can then choose to attribute the optimal noise-correlation tensor to the virtual station pair marked with red crosses.

stations A and B, we obtain a new noise-correlation tensor [CAB(t)]i j

such that

[C̃AB(t)]R R

= (cos ψA cos ψB)[CAB(t)]R R − (cos ψA sin ψB)[CAB(t)]RT

− (sin ψA cos ψB)[CAB(t)]T R + (sin ψA sin ψB)[CAB(t)]T T .

(3)

Similar relationships can be obtained for each component of

[CAB(t)]i j as a function of the angles ψA, ψB and βA, βB. The second

step in the ORA consists of determining the sets of angles, ψAm,

ψBm, βAm and βBm, that minimize the total energy on the transverse

components ZT , TZ, RT and TR of the correlation tensor [CAB(t)]i j.

For each station pair, the ORA then provides an optimal noise-

correlation tensor [CAmBm(t)]i j, which resembles a surface wave

Green’s tensor (Fig. 4a, blue) with the Rayleigh wave on the ZZ,

ZR, RZ and RR components and a Love wave on the TT component

only.

The optimal azimuthal rotation angles ψAm and ψBm are such that

each station pair aligns in azimuth with the incident noise direction

(peaked around θ0 ∼ 55◦). The blue arrows in Fig. 4(b) show ψAm

and ψBm for seismic stations 2 and 19. The optimal inclination

rotations measured by βAm and βBm are small random numbers

between −5◦ and 5◦ as far as minimization results on one-day-long

noise correlation measurements can tell. This tilt effect has nearly

no contribution on the optimal noise-correlation tensor [CAmBm(t)]i j.

However, we also note that for station pairs with seismometers A

and B on each side of the SAF, the two optimal azimuth rotation

angles ψAm and ψBm are slightly different (within 0–10◦). Lateral

refraction and ray bending through the SAF is the main reason for

these variations. We are not able to draw any conclusions yet for the

effects of anisotropy on the azimuth angles ψAm and ψBm, but we are

pursuing our investigations to see if the ORA measurements can be

used for anisotropy inversion.

In conclusion, having ψAm and ψBm aligned with the incoming

noise direction is the only way to make the noise-correlation tensor

match a surface wave Green’s tensor. This Green’s tensor is asso-

ciated to a propagation range that is the original distance between

stations A and B projected on the noise direction θ0.

In this approach, we have assumed that both Love and Rayleigh

waves were incoming on the seismic network with the same di-

rectivity θ0. Note that an algorithm for Love and Rayleigh wave

separation from seismic-noise correlation only using intrinsic co-

herence and polarization filtering has been demonstrated recently

(Roueff et al. 2009).

Fig. 5 shows the day-by-day evolution of the optimal azimuthal

rotation angles ψm plotted as a function of the misfit values for all

of the station pairs. Close stations have a better coherence and a

smaller misfit. As expected, the average azimuthal rotation angle

follows the time evolution of the beamforming output result θ0

(Fig. 3a).

Step 5: We now use the optimal noise-correlation tensor for sur-

face wave tomography inversion. After ORA is applied, we select

all station pairs with a misfit lower than 0.1 to perform tomography.

Among the 435 station pairs initially available, this gives a total

number of 364 station pairs to be compared to 90 station pairs if

only stations in the alignment of the noise direction were selected.

The small size of the seismic network used in this study is both

an advantage and a disadvantage regarding tomography inversion:

an advantage as the coherence is high for many station pairs, which

makes traveltime measurements very accurate; a disadvantage since

traveltimes extracted from the noise-correlation tensor are close

to zero, which makes residual uncertainty of great importance in

velocity measurement errors. The group velocity measurements

were performed through traveltime picking of the maximum of the

envelope of the optimal noise-correlation tensor [CAmBm(t)]i j on the

ZZ component for the Rayleigh wave and on the TT component for

the Love wave.

Since [CAmBm(t)]i j corresponds to a surface wave Green’s tensor

projected along the incoming noise direction, we can define two

virtual stations, A’ and B’, such that [CAmBm(t)]i j can be associated

to propagation between either A’ and B or A and B’ (Fig. 4b).

These two paths would be equivalent in a depth-dependent earth

model without lateral speed variation, but this is clearly not the

case here on the SAF (Bleibinhaus et al. 2007). We then make

the arbitrary choice to attribute the traveltime measured from the

surface wave tensor [CAmBm(t)]i j to an effective distance for each

station pair, defined as the midpath between A and B projected

C© 2009 The Author, GJI, 179, 367–373
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Passive seismic imaging with directive ambient noise 371

Figure 5. Day-by-day representation of the optimal azimuthal rotation angle ψm versus the optimal rotation misfit for each station pair. Misfit values were

calculated as the total energy on components ZT, TZ, RT and TR of the optimal noise-correlation tensor [C̃Am Bm (t)]i j normalized according to the total energy

of all of the components. The colour scale corresponds to the range between station pairs.

along the noise direction (Fig. 4a, red crosses). To compensate for

potential bias in the tomography inversion, we also introduce a

2.5-km spatial regularization parameter that smoothes out short-

scale lateral heterogeneities in the tomography inversion.

Since the incoming noise direction varies from day to day, the

effective distance associated to each station pair also varies, which

allows the accumulation of spatial and temporal information over

the 15 recording days in the area of interest.

Practically speaking, a simple linear inversion method to con-

struct the tomographic map was used (Tarantola 1987; Menke 1989),

assuming straight rays as propagation paths and an a priori error co-

variance matrix that decreases exponentially with distance over five

grid cells (Fig. 6). We used a homogeneous starting model based on

the a priori average regional group velocity c0R = 2.6 km s−1 and

c0L = 2.2 km s−1 for Rayleigh and Love waves, respectively. The

inversion is performed on the arrival-time residuals and produces a

residual variance reduction of 60 per cent relative to residuals for

the homogeneous model.

Fig. 6 shows two group-speed maps for both Rayleigh and

Love waves in the (0.1–0.2 Hz) frequency bandwidth obtained

through the accumulation of traveltime measurements extracted

from [CAmBm(t)]i j over 15 consecutive days. The velocity gradient

on each side of the SAF is clearly visible. The Rayleigh-wave group

speed maps presented in Fig. 6(a) are in agreement with previous

results on a larger scale (Shapiro et al. 2005; Moschetti et al. 2007).

Phase velocities of Love waves are known to be higher than the

equivalent Rayleigh waves in the earth crust at long period (above

20 s). However, results are different in seismic exploration at higher

frequencies (Gadallah & Fisher 2004). Indeed, Love wave velocity

is very sensitive to slow shallow layers (when they exist), when

Rayleigh wave velocity is mainly dominated by S-wave velocity.

Moreover, Love wave group velocities for a crustal dent structure

as observed around the SAF (Bleibinhaus et al. 2007) are lower

than those for the stratified medium (Yoshida 2000). It is then not

surprising to observe group velocities for the Love wave lower than

for the Rayleigh wave in the (0.1–0.2 Hz) frequency bandwidth in

the Parkfield area.

Step 6: The local ellipticity of the Rayleigh wave is another seis-

mic observable that is obtained from the noise-correlation tensor.

Ellipticity E is classically defined as the local ratio of Z/R for a

Rayleigh wave issued from a distant source (Tanimoto & Rivera

2005). Fig. 7(a) is the equivalent ZZ/ZR plot issued from the opti-

mal noise-correlation tensor, which confirms the elliptical nature of

particle motion for the Rayleigh wave.

Invoking reciprocity relations for elastic waves between stations

A and B, we can generalize the ellipticity measurement to the

C© 2009 The Author, GJI, 179, 367–373
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Figure 6. Group-speed velocity maps for (a) the Rayleigh wave and (b) the Love wave in the (0.1–0.2 Hz) frequency bandwidth for traveltime information

accumulated over 15 consecutive days (Julian days 16–30) and extracted from the optimal noise-correlation tensor [C̃Am Bm (t)]i j . Black circles correspond to

station locations.

Figure 7. (a) Particle motion ZZ versus ZR obtained from the optimal noise-correlation tensor [C̃Am Bm (t)]i j and station pairs 2–19 (see Fig. 4a). The red

circles correspond to the best-ellipse fits obtained between −5 s < t < 5 s. (b) Average Rayleigh wave ellipticity map in the Parkfield area, California, measured

for all of the station pairs on 15 consecutive days (Julian day 16–30). The high values of ellipticity coincide with the SAF. Black circles correspond to station

locations.

noise-correlation tensors as:

E A =
Z A Z B

RA Z B

=
Z A RB

RA RB

, (4)

where EA is the local ellipticity in station A and ZAZB corresponds

to the ZZ trace of the optimal noise-correlation tensor C̃Am Bm(t).

Then, we have:

Z A Z B

RA RB

=
Z A Z B

RA Z B

RA Z B

RA RB

=
Z A Z B

RA Z B

Z B RA

RB RA

= EB E A. (5)

The maximum of the particle motion ratio ZZ/RR gives the prod-

uct of the local ellipticity at the two stations A and B. The choice

to attribute this value as an average ellipticity measurement at the

midpoint between A and B is arbitrary. From eq. (5), we could the-

oretically retrieve the local ellipticity in both A and B separately,

but we prefer to interpret noise correlation as an interferometer that

‘feels’ (or integrates) the whole medium between A and B.

Fig. 7(b) shows the average ellipticity map measured over 15 days.

The SAF corresponds to high values of ellipticity, as expected from

a fractured zone. Ellipticity values away from the SAF are consistent

with previous studies (Tanimoto & Alvizuri 2006). Note, however,

that the Rayleigh ellipticity defined through the ZZ/RR ratio of the

optimal noise-correlation tensor differs from the classical H /Z ratio

that is directly performed on the recorded noise signals (Tanimoto

& Rivera 2005), since ORA separates the contribution of the Love

wave from the Rayleigh wave in the ellipticity measurement.

C O N C LU S I O N S

In conclusion, we have demonstrated methodological aspects asso-

ciated with passive seismic tomography in the presence of directive

noise. The ORA is defined as a way to retrieve a Rayleigh-Love

Green’s tensor from the noise-correlation tensor in the [0.1 0.2 Hz]

bandwidth, where surface waves dominate noise recordings. Appli-

cation to surface wave tomography (including Love and Rayleigh

waves) and ellipticity measurements are presented for the SAF in

the Parkfield area (CA, USA). The small size of the seismic array

contributes to the good quality of the tomography results, since

it ensures strong coherence between all station pairs. Another key

parameter is the large number of station pairs that are used in the

tomography algorithm after ORA is applied.
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Future studies will explore: (1) the application of passive seismic

techniques to S-wave velocity inversion in the crust, through the

separate HZ ratios for Rayleigh and Love waves (Tanimoto et al.

2006) and (2) the time evolution of the optimal azimuth rotation an-

gles ψm and ellipticity before and after a major seism, to eventually

observe anisotropy variation and some opening/closure of cracks in

the fault area.
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